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Discretion and immediacy when it matters most. At the

push of a button, the SafeTCard ID will make an audio

call to the Grade A1 ASIAL certified Control Room –

linking a lone worker with 24/7 support, should they be

on the receiving end of verbal abuse or physical

aggression. Incapacitation technology will also detect

non-movement indicated by a trip, slip or fall, raising the

alarm automatically if a lone worker cannot request help

by themselves. For fast and accurate Geolocation data -

SafeTCard ID is the first dedicated lone worker device to

utilise GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System).

Reducing time to obtain a location fix, utilising a much

greater number of satellites available to a GPS-only device

(up to 3 times more typically), and storing multiple

location positions - giving a greater user experience, and a

higher degree of accuracy and reliability in a dispatch

situation, for a lone worker emergency.
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Geolocation
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Alarm Receiving Centre

Providing a dedicated full-service monitoring and  

response solution able to quickly dispatch emergency  

services if needed. Staffed with our highly trained  

operators, 24/7 and 365 days a year.

Discreet Design
Delivering peace of mind to lone working personnel 
through a discreet form-factor and simplicity of use.  

The SafeTCard ID can raise the alarm and send  
Geolocation data subtly, unlike a device requiring  

overt-operation.

Incapacitation Detection  
SafeTCard ID will detect tilt and non-movement,  
consistent with a worker being incapacitated. This  
will facilitate an automatic Incapacitation Alarm

raised with the ARC.

Multi ‘Red Alert’ Activation Options  
Activating ‘Red Alert’ initiates an audio  
communication channel to the ARC. The ‘Red Alert’  

will automatically send the latest Geolocation  
coordinates to our ARC for emergency services.

Accurate and Fast Geolocation  
Providing protection for employees through asingle  

device with built-in GNSS and can deliver an  
emergency services escalation quicker than a 999  

call.

Always in Touch
Mobile phone (GSM) technology will connect a user  

to our highly trained operators at the push of a  
button – where audio is assessed and recorded for  f

Grade A1 Control Room 

Providing a dedicated full-service monitoring and  

response solution, able to quickly dispatch emergency  

services if needed. Staffed with our highly trained  

operators, 24/7 and 365 days a year.

Discreet Design
Delivering peace of mind to lone working personnel 
through a discreet form-factor and simplicity of use.  

The SafeTCard ID can raise the alarm and send  
Geolocation data subtly, unlike a device requiring  

overt-operation.

Incapacitation Detection  
SafeTCard ID will detect tilt and non-movement,  
consistent with a worker being incapacitated. This  
will facilitate an automatic Incapacitation Alarm

raised with the Control Room.

Multi ‘Red Alert’ Activation Options  
Activating ‘Red Alert’ initiates an audio  

communication channel to the Control Room. The 
‘Red Alert’  will automatically send the latest 

Geolocation  coordinates for emergency services.

Accurate and Fast Geolocation  
Providing protection for employees through asingle  

device with built-in GNSS, and can deliver an  
emergency services escalation quicker than a 000

call.

Always in Touch
Mobile phone (GSM) technology will connect a user  

to our highly trained operators at the push of a  
button – where audio is assessed and recorded for  

future use.
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